9A Thesis statement EXAMPLES for ancient civilizations in World History

- Three characteristics separated the ___(name the culture)____ from all other ancient civilizations was their ability to ___(name a characteristic) ___, ___(name another characteristic)___, and ___(name a last characteristic)___.

- Ancient ___(name a culture's)____ structure of government helped their people develop ___(name a development)___, ___(name another development)____, and ___(name another development)___.

- ___(name the civilization or culture)____ was a violent culture because they ___(name what they did)___, ___(name what they did)____, and ___(name another thing they did)___.

- An analysis of the ancient civilization of ___(name the civilization)____ reveals that they made three important mistakes that ultimately brought triggered the downfall of their empire.

- ___(name the civilization)___ was a peaceful culture because they ___(name what they did)____, ___(name what they did)____, and ___(name what they did)____.

- The ancient civilization of ___(name the ancient civilization)____ should not have invaded ___(name the ancient civilization)___ because it ___(name a result)____, ___(name another result)____, and ___(name a last result)____.

- Building the ___(name the ancient culture)____ culture took thousands of years and required the development of ___(name a development)____, ___(name another development)____, and ___(name a last development)____.

9A Thesis statements for important discoveries, achievements, or incidents in World History

- In the ____ (name of time period)____ century, the ancient civilization of ( name of civilization) used ___(name tool)___, ___(name tool)____, and ___(name tool)___ to show force against neighboring cultures.

- The ancient culture of ___(name culture)____ contributed to world history because they developed ___(name a historical development)___, ___(name another historical development)___, ___(name a last historical development)___.

- Farming in ancient ___(name an ancient civilization)___ helped solved food problems, but also contributed to the development of ___(name a development )____, ___(name another development)____, and ___(name a last development)____.
In the (name time period) century, the ancient civilization of (name of civilization) used ____(name the invention or achievement)____, ____(name another invention or achievement)____, and ____(name a invention or achievement)____ to become one of the greatest cultures of history.

The____ (name historical incident or war)_____ was a disaster for the ancient civilizations of _____(name civilization)____ because it ____ (describe an effect)___, _____(describe another effect)___, and ____ (describe a final effect)____.

9A Thesis statements for important people in World History

____(name an important person in world history)___ was an influential person in history because he ____ (name his accomplishment)____, __(name another one of his accomplishments)___, and ___ (name a last accomplishment)____.

____(name of important person in history)____ developed greatness for the ancient culture of ____ (name culture)____ through ____ (name his achievement)____, ___(name his achievement)____, and ____ (name another achievement)____.

During the ____ (name time period)____, ________(name an important person in history)____ demonstrated his traits as a leader through such accomplishments as ___(name his accomplishment)____, __(name another accomplishment)____, ___(name another accomplishment)____.